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Love this message.

‘Jesus would have baked that cake:’ Pastor explains why he posted sign
A Denver church weighed in on the Supreme Court's ruling in favor of Masterpiece Cakeshop in Lakewood.
9NEWS.COM

Milwaukee Pride

THANK YOU to the dozens of riders who tuned out for the 1st Annual Ride with Pride! Together, we made Wisconsin history! #LiveProud

‘Really a special event:’ Hundreds turn out for Milwaukee’s first pride ride

MILWAUKEE -- It's officially festival season in Milwaukee as Pridefest is in full swing at Maier Festival...
June 11, 2018 LGBTQ, civil rights organizations celebrate agreement with Maine BMV that allows non-binary gender designation on driver’s licenses, ID cards. PORTLAND – EqualityMaine, GLBTQ Legal Advocates & Defenders - GLAD, MaineTransNet, and the ACLU of Maine joined together today to celebrate an agreement with the Maine Bureau of Motor Vehicles, which will begin offering the option of a non-binary gender designation on driver’s licenses and identification cards. The agreement is the...
Serious question: Why do you think people use religions based on love as a weapon instead?

This church sign is making waves in that antigay baker’s backyard

Evangelical Christians wouldn’t know their loving savior if they sat next to him on the bus.
VIDEO: A really nice response to an ongoing struggle! 🌈 Happy Pride Month! 🌈

TRANS WOMEN ARE NOT “DELUSIONAL”
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The actor stunned the crowd at Sunday's ceremony with a profane message for Trump.

Robert DeNiro Says 'F**k Trump' Twice At Tony Awards
Much of the actor's profanity-laden speech was bleeped in the CBS telecast.
HUFFINGTONPOST.COM
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If you’re one of those people, who think that men cannot get raped, then let me tell you your whole life was a lie.

Male Rape Victims Share Their Stories, And They’ll Break Your Heart
If you’re one of those people, who think that men cannot get raped, then let me tell you your whole life...
FEMALISTA.COM

Because no one does queer pride better than queer babes!!

Stop Buying Pride Products From Heteros And Support Queer-Owned Brands Instead
BUZZFEED.COM

"Take my 'queer membership card,' then. In fact, I’ll gladly set it on fire and watch it burn before I ever let someone tell me — or any other asexual person — that access to our bodies is the price we pay to be queer."

I’m queer and asexual. If that’s a problem, by all means, revoke my membership.
If asexual people can’t identify as queer, where should they go when they feel broken?
LETSQUEERTHINGSUP.COM
Way to go, Maplewood! #LGBTQIA “We want to do something that would serve as a permanent marker or symbol of our commitment to inclusion.” - Dean Dafis, the first openly LGBTQ Maplewood Township Committee member

A NJ Town Just Installed Stunning Permanent Rainbow Crosswalks to Honor its LGBTQ Community: WATCH - Towleroad

The town of Maplewood, New Jersey has installed some of the most vibrant rainbow crosswalks in the nation...

Still yummy

Gal Gadot and Kate McKinnon Totally Made Out on SNL — and It Was Legendary

Gal Gadot’s hosting gig on Saturday Night Live opened the door to a sketch set in Themyscira, the...
The New Civil Rights Movement

BREAKING – (Non-bleeped version inside.)

Watch: Robert De Niro Drops an F Bomb on Trump at the Tonys – Gets Standing Ovation -
"I just want to say one thing — F*ck Trump," De Niro said on stage at the Tonys. Watch the unedited...

THENEWCIVILRIGHTSMOVEMENT.COM

LGBTQ Nation

Happy Pride!
Pride was celebrated all over the world over the weekend & we’ve got pictures
From DC to Bucharest, LGBT people filled cities, held up rainbow flags, and marched for their lives.

Thank you, Andrew Garfield! And let's bake a cake for anyone who wants one!
Andrew Garfield Dedicates 'Angels' Tony to LGBT Community
Garfield referenced the Masterpiece Cakeshop ruling, and Nathan Lane and the play took home awards too.

"It is a spirit that says no to oppression. It is a spirit that says no to bigotry, no to shame, no to exclusion. It is a spirit that says we are all made perfectly. And we all belong. So, I dedicate this award to the countless LGBTQ people who have fought and died to protect that spirit, to protect that message: For the right to live and love as we are created to."

Andrew Garfield Pays Tribute to LGBTQ People in Tony Awards Speech: 'Let's Just Bake a Cake for Everyone' - WATCH - Towleroad
Andrew Garfield paid tribute to the LGBTQ community in his Tony Award acceptance speech for Best Actor in...
Unlike Mr. Joecks, we at Gender Justice Nevada listen to young persons and families every week in the groups we share. What we have learned to begin with is that they can tell us who they are. (And isn’t that one of the foundations of our country, the freedom to be who we are?!) As we listen further, we don’t hear them saying they want to be “the most royal, exalted, praised and admired one.” That may be Mr. Joecks’ particular fetish, and the young persons we listen to listen to talk about...

The fun way to fight CCSD’s radical transgender regulations
If you think the Clark County School District cares about public input, its recently released draft...
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Read this mom’s case against Von D, and let us know what you think about it in the comment section?

Mom Shuts Down Kat Von D After She Said She Will Raise Her Child Vegan And Without Vaccinations - FemPositive
We recently had a post (link) about the famous tattoo artist and cosmetics entrepreneur Kat Read more
FEMPOSITIVE.COM
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The world deserves this.

The Internet Really Wants Janelle Monáe To Be The Next Willy Wonka And TBH, It Must Happen
BUZZFEED.COM
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LGBT Cleveland Community Center
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VIDEO: Love and happiness.

The Advocate magazine

16 hours ago

VIDEO: Hey, parents! Did your child just come out? FreedHearts - Susan Cottrell has five tips for how to respond.
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PHOTOS: 2018 Capital Pride Parade
Annual march drew thousands
WASHINGTONBLADE.COM
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We're totally OK with that.

Expect to see a lot more of Darren Criss naked in the future

"Those are my buns. I cooked those myself," the 31-year-old actor said when presented with a picture of...
QUEERTY.COM
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We're glad to see Colton is moving on so well from his divorce.

Colton Haynes caught in a threeway with two other men
What a handsome thruple!
QUEERTY.COM

"We are all sacred, and we all belong."

Andrew Garfield Dedicated His Tony Award To The LGBTQ Community And It's Emotional AF
BUZZFEED.COM

He says he has "religious freedom," of course.

Preacher sues after city makes him stop harassing pride attendees
He wants compensation after he was asked to stop screaming at LGBTQ people that they're going to hell.
LGBTQNATION.COM
Andrew Garfield dedicated his Tony Award win to the LGBTQ community – and spoke out against the Supreme Court's decision to side with the baker who refused to create a wedding cake for a gay couple. [Link to HuffPost article](http://huffpost.st/kEkbWM)
“We are all **sacred** and we all **belong**. So let’s just bake a cake for everyone who wants a cake to be baked.”

-ANDREW GARFIELD

---

**The Advocate magazine**

25 minutes ago

"Gentleman, the one safe haven we still had is gone." 😞

---

**Red Sox Fans Triggered Over LGBT Pride, Call for Straight Night**

The baseball team painted its logo rainbow for Pride Month, leaving some straight fans upset.

ADVOCATE.COM

---
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